
 

 

 

7.5M TRI-APP 
Abbey Machinery has been at the forefront of low emission slurry spreading systems for many years 

and continues to push the boundaries when it comes to these products. Key to this is the introduction 

of the new Tri-App Applicator.  

 
 

The new Tri-App from Abbey Machinery is a new concept in slurry application and will combine the 

three functions of Dribble bar, Trailing boot and Trailing shoe applicators into one machine giving it 

the name Tri-App. The new machine can be mounted on to a tanker via fixed mounting or with the 

use of a Hydraulic Mast.  It also is possible for it to be mounted on the back of a tractor to run with an 

umbilical system.  

The mounting to the tanker has been optimised to reduce the overhang and minimise the weight of 

the applicator on the back of a tanker. The Tri-App has been engineered to offer lightweight construction 

with robust design to ensure maximum durability and productivity for the end user.  

Fitted with 40mm heavy duty durable hose the system is designed with no internal hose restrictions at 

hose joints and ensures that there are no restrictions to the flow from the Vogelsang Exacut macerator 

to the ground. 

The Double pivot three section boom allows the outlets to follow the ground contours individually and 

when travelling forward protects the frame from any uneven ground 

 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 
Standard Features include 

 7.5m Boot 

 Individual floating sections 

 40mm housing  

 Forward folding boom Individual 
folding rams  

 Capacity to carry a rear mounted 
600M reel 

 Machine Rigidly mounted 

 Galvanised 

 Vogelsang Exacut distributor with 
Auto Reverse  
 

 
 

 Rear mounted splash plate 

 Light weight construction 

 LED lights 

 Splash plate 
 

Optional equipment  

 Umbilical Arm 

 Trailing shoe points  

 Mast mounted machine  

 A-Frame to retro fit 600m reels  

 Electric Hydraulic Controls  
 

 
 

TANKER MOUNTING 
Both the mast and the fixed mounting offer 
greater balance due to the close coupling of the 
Tri-App to the tanker.  
 

Optional hydraulic mast allows greater 
flexibility for taking the Tri-App on and off the 
tanker. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 Tri-App Hp required
Min working 

height
Gross weight

Max Width 

Transport

Max Height 

rigid 

mounted

Max Height 

mast 

mounted

Exacut 

distributor

Umbilical 

Arm

Auto Rev 

Valve

Replaceable 

trailing 

points

Hp mm kg m m m

7.5m 73 100 800 2.65 3.66 3.97 Std Opt Std Opt



 

 

 
Hydraulic Pipes and wiring connection point 
mounted on the LH side for easy access when 
taking the Tri-App on and off. 

 

Tri-App Ready tankers comes with mounting 

plates for applicator and includes bottom outlet 

and the rear door moved to the front LH side of 

the tank. 

  
Standard with Boot Optional – Bolt on wearing shoe tips 

  
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 



 

 

Standard with 40mm  Housing Vogelsang Exacut distributor with Auto Reverse 

  
  
Optional: A-Frame for carrying 600M Umbilical 
reel 

Optional: Umbilical arm 

  
Umbilical Flow meter ready as standard for 
umbilical applications only 

 
Optional Electric diverter  

  


